
 

 

YÜKOMUN’20 CODE OF CONDUCT  

 

1. Scope 

Unless the otherwise is stated by the Secretariat, the rules of procedure and code of conduct 

will apply to all committees of YUKOMUN. 

 

2. Official Language 

Language during the sessions is English. Using any other language during the sessions is 

forbidden. 

 

3. Dress Code 

Participants are expected to wear formal clothes in front of the camera, man have to wear a tie 

or a bow tie and abysmal decollete is strictly forbidden. 

 

4. Virtual Conditions 

YUKOMUN Online is an organization held on Zoom and Discord platforms. Opening the 

camera during the sessions is mandatory. Committee board members will remind their 

delegates to open their cameras three times and if they do not, they won't be receiving any 

certificate. 

 

5. Cancellation 

 In case of any cancellation YUKOMUN’20 team should be informed immediately. 

 

 

 



 

 

6. Attendance 

Attending the opening ceremony, closing ceremony and sessions is mandatory. Delegates will 

not be receiving any certificates, if they miss any sessions without informing YUKOMUN’20. 

Delegates also will not be receiving any certificates, if they miss more than 1 session with 

informing YUKOMUN’20 Team unless there is an emergency situation.  

 

7. Allocations 

The final decision about allocations is up to secretariat, 

 

8. Press & Media 

YUKOMUN’20 team is allowed to record videos, take photos during the conference and 

share them in YUKOMUN’20 social media accounts and website. 

 

9. Further Prohibition 

a. Exhibiting disrespectful behaviors to YUKOMUN’20 especially academic 

team and secretariat and bullying any participant is strictly forbidden, 

b. Manipulating sessions or conference on purpose is impermissible, 

c. Using any kind of drug or alcohol is strictly out of order, 

d. Putting photos as background photo on zoom that are not related to committee 

is not allowed,  

e. Using any curse words during formal YUKOMUN is strictly forbidden. 

 

10. Committee Visits 

a. YUKOMUN’20 Academic and Organization team members are allowed to 

visit committees during the sessions,  

b. Observers are allowed to visit the committees which they have delegates from 

their school however opening camera or microphone in the sessions is strictly 

out of order,  



 

 

 

11.  Warning Procedure  

In case of disobeying any article of Code of Conduct or any instruction of YUKOMUN’20 

team members, the warning procedure will be followed. Which is; 

a. In case of any behavior against the code of conduct or instructions of YUKOMUN 

Team Members, participants will be warned orally ( 1 or 2 times according to the 

magnitude of behaviour) by the secretariat (committee board members are allowed to 

give oral warning during the sessions if necessary). If the participant will continue 

exhibiting the behaviors, the secretariat will give official warning which includes 

decertification and suspension from the sessions (if needed).  

b. If there is a situation requiring an official warning and no-attendance, it shall be 

reported to MUNTURKEY.COM and will be added to blacklist with 

MUNTURKEY.COM’s and Yukselen College Model United Nations Conference 

cooperation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


